INTRODUCTION
As part of the master plan process for Matlock
Town Centre, Hall Leys Park and an area of historic
townscape around Crown Square have been
considered for inclusion within the existing Matlock
Bridge Conservation Area. The proposed extension
is shown on Figure 1 in relation to the existing
conservation areas.
This report provides an appraisal of the proposed
extension area’s key characteristics including its
setting. It provides a clear justification for extension
of the existing conservation area based upon an
appraisal of the area’s architectural and townscape
character. The appraisal has been undertaken in
accordance with the Guidance on Conservation Area
Appraisals (English Heritage 2005).

Matlock Bridge from the west.
From Crown Square, two principal roads provide the
framework for the extension area, namely Bakewell
Road which runs northwards along the flat ground
of the flood plain, and the lower part of Bank Road
which runs eastwards up towards the former
hydropathic establishments.

The proposed extension lies alongside the east side
of the river Derwent on an area of flat ground, part
of which forms the river’s floodplain. The greater
part of the area is occupied by the large expanse of
Hall Leys Park which is surrounded to all sides by
the rising slopes of Matlock town centre with its
tightly developed bustling streets and roads, and
views out to the more distant rural hillsides beyond.

The buildings on Bakewell Road run continuously
from those on Crown Square, although at a reduced
height. The buildings provide a continuous street
frontage of commercial properties as far as “The
Railway” public house which forms the northern
boundary to the area.
The entrance to Bank Road from Crown Square is
framed by the former Crown Hotel to one side and
Crown Buildings to the other. The road comprises
late 19th and early 20th century commercial properties
with the eastern boundary of the area delineated by
the Post Office.

View across Hall Leys Park
The area takes its name from the historic Matlock
Bridge, a strategic crossing point across the River
Derwent originally built in the 15th century. The
bridge is a key feature of the existing Matlock Bridge
Conservation Area and provides a physical
connection to the proposed extension.
Adjacent to the bridge is Crown Square which forms
the focus of the proposed extension area. The
square is dominated by a mix of late 19th century
civic and commercial buildings many of which were
developed in response to the passing trade generated
by the booming hydropathic establishments and the
former cable tram which ran from here up the steep
slope of Bank Road.

Crown Buildings and Crown Hotel
The overwhelming character of the built
environment is one of traditional stone built
properties.
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Matlock Bridge continues to provide a vital crossing
point across the river Derwent. The boom in car
ownership during the late 20th century has made
Matlock and the wider Peak District area more
readily accessible to day visitors. The rapid growth
in numbers of both private and commercial vehicles
has placed an unprecedented strain on Matlock’s
road system with the result that this otherwise
attractive area is now blighted by heavy traffic and its
associated management.
The open expanse of Hall Leys Park provides an
important breathing space for the town and welcome
relief from the busy roads. The park was developed
on an area of pastureland and first opened in 1911.
Further developments continued in the 1920’s and
30’s with the addition of tennis courts, playground,
and a boating lake. 2004/5 saw a comprehensive
redevelopment of the park which has both restored
its charming historic character and provided new and
enhanced facilities for visitors and residents. The
park provides an important attractive and high
quality public space.

Boating Lake in Hall Leys Park
The proposed extension of the Matlock Bridge
Conservation Area incorporates two distinct but
strongly related elements, namely Hall Leys Park and
Crown Square with its adjacent roads. The elements
are of local historical significance and high
environmental and design quality and as such merit
inclusion in the area. The extension also provides a
physical link between the existing Matlock Bridge
and Matlock Green Conservation Areas.
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